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Hb-values, risk factors and RBC transfusions

n=1046

AH: anemic hypoxia (tachycardia, hypotension, ECG ischemia, lactic acidosis)
RF: other risk factors (coronary artery disease, chronic heart failure, cerebrovascular 
insufficiency)

n=456

Hb Red Blood Cell (RBC) Transfusion Indicated (4) 

Hb < 6 g/dl yes

Hb 6-8 g/dl yes: in case of case of evidence of anemic hypoxia 

yes: in case of other risk factors/inadequate compensation

no: without risk factors and adequate compensation

Hb 8-10 g/dl yes: only in case of evidence of anemic hypoxia

no: without evidence of anemic hypoxia

Hb > 10g/dl no

Guideline Adherence Scores Therapy (GLAD-Score T)

GLAD-Score T Criteria

2

AID/ID: i.v. iron or oral iron, if CRP < 5mg/l, (+/- ESA)

FID: ESA* + i.v. iron or oral iron, if CRP < 5mg/l, 

no ID: ESA* (if no vitamin B12 or folate deficiency)

vitamin B12 or folate deficiency: vitamin B12 or folate-

substitution

1
RBC with indication as primary and only anemia therapy

FID: only ESA* or only iron substitution

Hb≥8g/dl: no RBC, no other anemia therapy

0

RBC without indication as primary and only anemia

therapy**

Hb≤8g/dl: no anemia therapy

ID: oral iron substitution and CRP > 5mg/l

vitamin B12 or folate deficiency without substitution

* Only required for chemotherapy; ** Excludes RBC directly related to major surgery

Background

Methods

Results
 Anemia and iron deficiency (ID) are frequent complications in patients with breast 

cancer (BC), gastrointestinal tumors (GC), lung cancer (LC) and malignant lymphomas 
(ML)

 Consequences of anemia are

 Reduced Quality of Life (QoL)

 Lower overall response rate to therapy (ORR)

 Reduced Overall Survival (OS)

 Different Guidelines (ESMO Guideline (1), DGHO Onkopedia Germany (2), German 
guideline on supportive care (3), German Federal Medical Association (4)) provide 
dedicated decision support algorithms (depending on diagnostic parameters) to treat 
anemia and reduce anemia-related complications: red blood cell transfusion (RBC), 
erythropoiesis stimulating agents (ESA), iron substitution. 
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Retrospective documentation of patient data 
directly from the patient file. Documentation of 

antitumor therapy, comorbidities, diagnostic 
parameters for anemia (mainly laboratory data) 

and anemia therapy

To ensure the representativeness of the sample, the number of patients to be documented 
was adjusted according to the real distribution based on the results of the health care 
structure analysis (Phase 1). For this purpose, the facility types were assigned to clusters 
based on the type of care and patient (pts) number (in each case based on the quartiles of 
the patient number)

Phase 1 Phase 2

Definitions
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GLAD-Score D by Disease 

GLAD-Score D = 0 GLAD-Score D = 1 GLAD-Score D = 2

Guideline Adherence Scores Diagnosis (GLAD-Score D)

GLAD-Score D Criteria

2

diagnosis according to guidelines:

diagnosis of vitamin B12 or folate deficiency 

if no diagnosed vitamin B12 or folate deficiency:

differential diagnosis of iron metabolism (SF + TF or TSAT or 

%HYPO or CHr).

1

lack of differential diagnosis:

low MCV without further differential diagnosis

normal MCV + normal SF without further differential 

diagnosis

normal vitamin B12 and folate level, no further differential 

diagnosis

0
lack of diagnosis:

normal or elevated MCV and no vitamin B12 diagnostics 

and/or no differential diagnosis of iron metabolism.

Conclusion

Two “Guideline Adherence Scores (GLAD scores)” have been developed for guideline 
adherence. One score for the guideline-compliant differential diagnosis of anemia (GLAD 
score D). Another score was defined for the classification of anemia therapy according to 
the guideline recommendations of ESMO, the DGHO Onkopedia, German Guideline on 
Supportive Care, and the German Federal Medical Association (GLAD score T). 

An Analysis of Variance for Repeated Measures (rmANOVA) was performed to analyze the 
increase in Hb after the diagnosis of anemia or the start of anemia therapy. Since the 
sphericity is not given in the sample examined here, the p-values for the rmANOVA are 
calculated and presented with the Greenhouse-Geisser correction. 

37.5% of RBC transfusions were not indicated according to guidelines. Anemia diagnosis was guideline compliant in only 25.85%. With a GLAD-T score of 2, Hb increases significantly higher 
than with insufficient or no guideline adherence. Significant positive factors for a high GLAD-T score were breast cancer, a GLAD-D score 2, therapy in practices, gastroenterology, or gynecology. 
Significant negative factors were malignant lymphoma and advanced/metastatic disease. GLAD is insufficient in Germany, especially concerning liberal transfusion policy and the lack of 
differential diagnostics of iron metabolism. 

favors GLAD T 0/1 favors GLAD T 2

favors GLAD T 0/1 favors GLAD T 2

Multivariable Model of Patient Characteristics and GLAD-Score T
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Aim of the Study
Aim of the study was to analyze the implementation of guideline recommendations on 
anemia management in clinical routine in patients with solid tumors and malignant 
lymphomas with a high risk of anemia-related complications (Hb below 10g/dl).
To this end a nationwide, representative, retrospective patient documentation was 
conducted to observe the current practice of anemia management in hospitals and 
among office-based physicians.


